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SURVEY TYRES FIRST

The first feedback on our survey 
reveals that tyres are top players in 
downsizing costs: let’s see how the 

domino effect works
by Lennie Small

“Let’s take back Karting” 
part I: what begins to emerge
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W hen people are asked to express their 
opinion, it is because it is believed 
that the thought that, gathered here 
and there among individuals, may 

not leave a clear mark can, instead, emerge from 
the chorus. We launched this poll because on the 
one hand, we got tired of regularly hearing ana-
themas about how high the costs of karting are 
and that “we have to decrease them”. Sorry, but 
we are no longer young dreamers, and we know 
how immaterial and impracticable the changes 
“that everyone wants” and that “everyone talks 
about” actually are. As I said, I do not care that 
the F1 world champion complains at a press 
conference that kart racing costs too much: I 
am interested in this sport and it comes back to 
being primarily what it originally was: motor-
sport for everyone, at the right price.
The first results of our “common man’s” sur-
vey reveal a situation that is not surprising to 
me and that probably lies at the foundations of 
our sport: tires. A consumable product, closely 
linked to performance, it is true, but also inex-
tricably linked to the philosophy of motorsport. 
We have grown up with concepts such as one-
lap, or lap-time tires, or “we need the right tire” 
and the brainwashing catchphrase: “from tires I 
demand performance” and if I really have to give 
up their durability, at least make me go fast. Yes, 
because with the right tire the stopwatch lights 
up with brilliance. But are we so sure? What 
does a performance tire really mean for a vehicle 
like a go-kart and why does the decrease in costs 
necessarily pass through a different tire policy?

The importance of tires
Why are tires so technically (and philosophical-
ly) important when we talk about karting? Why 
would decreasing the cost of tires – in essence, 
by introducing harder compounds for amateur 
or recreational categories - decrease the general 
costs of non-professional karting? Clearly, the-
re is not only the purchase price of the single 
set of tires which, however, would also have to 
be included as a less frequent or tallied expen-
se item among the running costs. There is the 
fact that with a harder tire a context is created 
and it triggers a reaction, or context, all around, 
which results in a longer life, for example, of 
the frames. A very ‘extreme’ racing chassis with 
28” tubes and soft tires flexes a lot and over the 
course of a season, between practice runs and 
races, it is put very much to the test. In all like-
lihood, this type of racing material puts amateur 
and professional on the same level only on paper 
(“I race with the same kart that won the WSK!”) 
producing, instead, very different results at the 
end of the season.
Let me explain better: here we are not talking 
about reducing the cost of the WSK, or the CIK 
FIA World Championship. Here we are talking 
about increasing the grassroots base of karting 
practitioners primarily among adults, not for-
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The cheap Alfa 33 
Trophy was a real 
glimpse of ‘Motorsport 
for all’. It didn’t last long 
because the spare parts 
cost increased, since 
they were hard to find in 
the market. Something 
that would not happen in 
karting.

getting all those who, while loving the sport at 
some point, stopped practicing it because it was 
too expensive.
But let’s go back to the perfect vehicle for the 
amateur, the gentleman driver, the returning old 
fan, or Sunday driver – call them what you will. 
Think hard tires. Think of a 32” frame, perhaps 
bought second-hand, homologation expired. 
Imagine a driver who does not have the time to 
go to the gym during the week, but who wants 
to enter a sports competition that he loves and 
has fun with on any given Sunday. A hard tire, 
which has raced even for a couple of seasons 
he knows produces a different behavior of the 
vehicle, which in many situations will tend to 
slip and slide a lot compared to the karts that – 
rightly so - the CIK FIA world champions need 
instead to be on rails, so to speak. Raise your 
hand whoever thinks that what makes this sport 
fantastic are only the inhuman grip of certain 
tires. These are beautiful things, yes. But they 
are only two of a thousand beautiful things, and 
they cannot, on their own, cost me so much that 
I can only afford to run one single season and 
then declare bankruptcy, forced to hang my hel-
met o dedicate myself to fishing or, with all due 
respect, to bowls.
The point is that if we open ourselves to the 
concept of putting a cheaper vehicle on the 
track, not only as a purchase price but also as 
regards the duration of that same vehicle, that 
is the life span of the individual frame + engine 
+ tires together, we really do reverse the trend. 
For example, when I speak of a virtuous circle, 
or ripple effect, that would be triggered, I refer 
to the possibility that these categories really 
reward the “best” - and here comes the philo-
sophical part. The big dilemma of motorsport 
has always been the doubt that the results of 
the races do not really show who is the best, 
the strongest, or fastest, because too often the 
whole package makes the difference: well, more 
durable materials, especially harder tires, would 
create amateur categories for adults for just that 
ideal context that no other motorsport category 
can offer.
Hard tires > fixed but less frequent cost > longer 
life of the frame over the years > second-hand 
market revival > less driver physical fatigue > 
greater influx of drivers > context in which dri-
ving skills and tuning are more rewarded = true 
Motorsport.
Picture the domino effect? Sometimes one does 
not think about it fully when it comes to decre-
asing costs: our readers (many of whom are 
no longer young and have helplessly witnessed 
the escalation of costs and the emptying of the 
tracks of the grassroots practitioner) are, howe-
ver, giving it a direction, and it’s simple. Very 
simple.
Do you know what we like in the results of this 
survey? We like that in a logic like this, where 
starting from a measure designed to reduce 

costs, no one loses. It is the classic WIN-WIN. 
Everyone wins, because if I increase the number 
of people who start to get on the track, if I create 
the conditions for them to do it more often and if 
I encourage it by creating a context that rewards 
the skill at the wheel - because in the end, we 
talk about this - believe me they all make money: 
from the big brand to the track Bar.

A CURIOUS ANECDOTE
About twenty years ago, a series took off in Italy 
wherein only the Alfa Romeo 33, the model 
produced in Italy, heir to the glorious Alfasud, 
raced. The regulations were minimal, drivers 
raced with the 1.3-liter model and the few chan-
ges allowed by the organizers. The cars, a little 
naif with their multicolored handmade liveries 
and the wheels colored with handheld spray 
cans, battled on some of the smaller Italian cir-
cuits (Magione, Varano, Franciacorta ..), with 
improvised Sunday drivers at the wheel: craft-
smen, blue-collar workers, the guy next door. At 
one point the trophy saw almost 40 cars at the 
start per race, at the limits of the capacity of the 
small racetracks that hosted the trophy. Those 
cars, with performances that it would be outra-
geous to define as ‘Racing’, showed that another 
way of understanding motorsport was possible, 
without the real one, the pros with their spon-
sors and motorhomes, feeling threatened. 
The game, however, did not last long because the 
cost of the spare parts of those cars that were 
no longer in production then skyrocketed, what 
with the scrapyards beginning to see a chance 
to earn extra cash at the limit of common sense. 
The trophy essentially collapsed under the wei-
ght of its own success. Cases like this confirm 
that a spartan and economic vehicle currently 
in production - without therefore the problem 
of the availability of spare parts, which would 
keep the price controlled and reasonable - could 
be the recipe that karting has been missing for 
some time. What if everything could start right 
from the tires?
Stay tuned for the next episode……
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Durability and reliability of the engine 39,00%

Other (license costs; outside the teams etc ..) 24,00%

No testing the day before the race 16,00%

Possibility to rent the vehicle on the track 4,00%

Cost and durability of tires 69,00%

Please note: the sum of the 
percentages goes beyond 100 
as it was possible to give more 
answers.

Cost effective karting is for losers?
Facts shows that karting series can 

also be a breeding ground for talents: 
Max Verstappen comes from the 

ROTAX series


